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JOHN JOYCE (R-PA-13)
Member, House Energy and Commerce Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/JohnJoyceForPA/status/1324750803677155328

Pennsylvanians and the American people deserve a fair, free, safe, secure, and legitimate election. We must have a transparent process. Every LEGAL ballot should be counted.

11:29 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepJohnJoyce/status/1324839559734169603

We must ensure that our election is fair, free, safe, secure, legitimate – and transparent.

I’m calling on AG Barr & DOJ to safeguard the integrity of the election and ensure that every American’s legally-cast ballot is counted once.

See more: bit.ly/3exc07W

5:22 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepJohnJoyce/status/1325188862923169792

Pennsylvanians expect a free & fair election - and Pennsylvanians DESERVE a free & fair election.

The PA Republican Congressional delegation is demanding that Gov. Wolf and his admin follow the law and ensure that every legal ballot is counted once.

bit.ly/3k6DoLq
In a letter to AG Barr this week, I urged @TheJusticeDept to take courageous action to safeguard the integrity of the election & ensure that every American’s legal vote is counted once.

The American people deserve, and justice demands, action now. bit.ly/2KS6LVE
Free & fair elections require the American people to have confidence in our electoral system.

Today I joined an amicus brief urging the Supreme Court to carefully consider the State of Texas' case against Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia. bit.ly/3a1ydee
Congressman John Joyce

December 22, 2020 at 4:56 AM

I completely agree with my friend Congressman Mo Brooks - Speaker Nancy Pelosi must allow us to hold election fraud hearings in the House ahead of the January 6 Electoral College vote tally.

Members of Congress must have the TRUTH about the legitimacy and transparency of the November 3 election.


For the sake of our liberty and our American values, I will stand up for President @realDonaldTrump – and our American democracy – by objecting to the Electoral College certification on January 6.

I will never stop fighting for the TRUTH.

“American democracy is possible only as long as the American people have faith in government ‘of, by, and for the people.’ We cannot have truly free and fair elections unless American voters have confidence in the results. In Pennsylvania, Governor Tom Wolf’s unlawful actions – coupled with the hastily passed Act 77 – shrouded this year’s election and spurred rabid distrust in the system. Despite millions of Americans’ efforts to discern the facts, we have not seen a meaningful investigation into the many legitimate accounts of election fraud and irregularities. For the sake of our liberty and our American values, I will stand up for President Trump – and our American democracy – by objecting to the Electoral College certification on January 6.”
Today I signed the official objection to the Pennsylvania electors ahead of tomorrow’s Electoral College certification vote.

We must fight for free and fair elections - and the rule of law.
DAY OF –


Congressman John Joyce
January 6 at 10:00 AM

Heading down to the House Floor as we stand up for President Donald J. Trump, for our democracy, and for our freedom.

In case you missed it, catch up on my recent column on fighting for free and fair elections. We must always protect government OF, BY, and FOR the people!

For nearly 250 years, free and fair elections have been a hallmark of...

This fight is far from over.

Lawsuits are still outstanding, and the president’s legal challenges have not been given full consideration. Until justice is served, we will continue to take action in this collaborative effort to stand up for our president.

More than 74 million Americans cast a vote for President Trump, and we will not go away quietly into the night.

This election has revealed that America is a deeply divided country. The American people are facing the choice between freedom or socialism, liberty or tyranny, a way forward or a regression back.

The future of our democracy rests on this moment. Our nation is at a crossroads. We must decide which path to take.

For the sake of the “Great American Experiment” that was conceived by our founders and sustained by generations of patriots, I pray that my fellow Americans will join me in fighting for freedom.

**Video:** “We must acknowledge that unconstitutional acts unduly impacted the presidential election in Pennsylvania.”

**Congressman John Joyce**

January 6 at 10:20 PM · 🙌

Violent and irrational attacks on this body cannot derail the Constitutional responsibility that lies before us. Tonight, I will object to the Electoral College certification to protect the will of Pennsylvania voters, to uphold the law, to restore trust in our electoral system, and to save our Constitution.

We must always protect government of, by, and for the people.
FRED KELLER (R-PA-12)
Member, House Education and Labor Committee; Member, House Oversight and Reform Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/VoteFredKeller/status/1324473985606815746

If you have evidence or a firsthand account of suspicious election activity, please report it here: 
defendyourballot.formstack.com/forms/voter_fr....

That includes ballots cast by the deceased, incorrect online voter status, or illicit ballot harvesting. We
must protect the integrity of our election.

5:09 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
"We must ensure that every legal vote is counted and every illegal ballot is rejected. This must be a transparent process with poll watchers allowed access to the canvassing of ballots, especially in places like Philadelphia where there have been allegations of fraud. As several states prepare for recounts and legal challenges, we must allow the process to continue and the courts to apply the facts of the cases to the laws as passed by state legislatures, particularly in Pennsylvania where Governor Wolf and the Democrat-majority state Supreme Court have sought to change the rules in the final moments of the election."
https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1325929127921262592

Video: “We asked the Attorney General and Governor not to have any influence over the results, but the AG tweeted out who the winner would be before the votes were counted.”

Every legal vote must be counted. We will follow the courts as they apply the facts of the cases to the laws as passed by our legislatures.

In the meantime, state election officials have been put on notice: Pennsylvanians will not tolerate any interference in this process.
The court should apply the merits of the cases presented by the President to the law passed by the general assembly, not to Governor Wolf, not to Secretary Boockvar, and not to the democrat state supreme court that have tried to unilaterally change the rules before this election.
The DOJ has a responsibility to ensure the sanctity of our electoral process, and the American taxpayer has a right to know what federal agencies are doing to protect our democracy.

Proud to join @RepCloudTX’s letter calling out the stunning lack of action from @TheJusticeDept.
https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1334561810922549250

**Video:** “Until every case has been heard, until the decisions have been made, absolutely the President has a shot.”

The Left continues to condemn any effort to investigate the election results yet they spent four years trying to tear down President @realDonaldTrump with absolutely no evidence.

The American people deserve to know that our elections are free and fair.
I joined this effort calling on AG Barr and the DOJ to fully investigate the integrity of the 2020 election because, in the case of alleged election improprieties, justice delayed is justice denied.
https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1335700941018947586

Video: “The foundation of our republic rests on secure elections.”

The DOJ has not made a transparent effort to pursue allegations of voter fraud in the 2020 election.

That's why I signed onto a letter with 36 others in @HouseGOP to AG Barr expressing concerns over the stunning lack of action by the DOJ.

The American people want answers.
Proud to join more than 100 of my Republican colleagues on an amicus brief urging the U.S. Supreme Court to uphold the sanctity of our vote, guarantee the voices of the electorate are heard, and ensure that Americans have confidence in our election.
PA's Governor, Secretary of State and Supreme Court acted unlawfully to violate the state legislature’s clear, constitutional authority to set election procedure. Until these actions are addressed, I cannot support electors chosen based on an inaccurate vote count.

Read more:
https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1346528459615596551

Video: “The U.S. Constitution has been violated. The state legislature did not make the changes to election law.”

Pennsylvania's election was a free-for-all with no oversight and different standards applied throughout the Commonwealth.

Officials at the highest levels of state government acted unlawfully to circumvent the General Assembly's constitutional authority to set election law.
https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1346601359181832192

Video: “Democrats objected in previous years.”

When Democrats objected to electors awarded to President Bush in 2005, Nancy Pelosi called it "democracy at work."

Tomorrow I will object to the certification of electors where there were clear violations of the Constitution. I just hope the Speaker hasn't changed her opinion.
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1346856682228428801 (before riot)

Gov. Wolf and officials at the highest levels of PA state government violated the Constitution, and their unlawful actions led to a flawed total vote count.

Today is the day Congress holds them accountable.

Read more from the @WmsptSunGazette

Standing up for election integrity
Today, Congress will meet in a joint session of the House of Representatives and Senate to count the Electoral College votes. I will object to the certification of ...

11:30 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1346874209469943808 (before riot)

Congressman Fred Keller
@RepFredKeller

Article II of the U.S. Constitution grants state legislatures — not the governor acting alone and not the courts — the explicit power to determine the manner of appointing presidential electors (1/2).

12:40 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Congressman Fred Keller @RepFredKeller · Jan 6
Repeating to @RepFredKeller

The facts are clear: Gov. Tom Wolf and the PA Supreme Court acted together to change Pennsylvania’s election law, usurp the state Legislature’s authority, and violate the Constitution (2/2).

POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepFredKeller/status/1347241017255350272

Video: “The criminal behavior we witnessed today before us does not erase the facts before us.”

Despite the criminal behavior witnessed at the Capitol yesterday, Congress came back into session and continued doing the people’s work. On the House Floor, I denounced the violence and outlined my constitutional argument in objection to the certification of PA’s electoral votes.
MIKE KELLY (R-PA-16)  
Member, House Ways and Means Committee  
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/MikeKellyforPA/status/1324551560391741442

Mike Kelly for Congress ➤ @MikeKellyforPA

Thread: Growing up in western Pa, my football coaches taught me to "play not just through the whistle, but through the echo of the whistle." They said there’s no quitting. To stay on it, stay on it, stay on it. Don't ever quit! (1/3)

10:17 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Mike Kelly for Congress ➤ @MikeKellyforPA · Nov 5, 2020

Replying to @MikeKellyforPA

This election is not over and our president and the American people should not quit. We all need to play through the "echo of the whistle" to ensure that this election is free and fair, where every LEGAL vote is counted. That is the only acceptable outcome. (2/2)

Mike Kelly for Congress ➤ @MikeKellyforPA · Nov 5, 2020

Anything less will be a stain on our electoral system that will do irreparable harm to our republic. I stand with @realdonaldtrump during this process. (3/3)
Friends, we have been receiving a lot of phone calls to the campaign office as well as the official office related to election day concerns. If you believe you witnessed voter fraud on Tuesday (or during the mail in ballot process), I encourage you to fill out a claim on the website below. You can also call 888-630-1776.

https://defendyourballot.formstack.com/forms/voter_fraud
The allegations of irregularities in the vote counting process should be concerning to everyone. I asked AG Barr to use the resources of @TheJusticeDept to ensure that the process is conducted in a manner that is fully consistent with state and federal law.

@realDonaldTrump
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/CongressmanGT/status/1325183191536332805 (retweet)

📍 Rep. Mike Kelly Retweeted

Glenn ‘GT’ Thompson 🟠
@CongressmanGT

⚠️ Trust has been eroded in #Pennsylvania’s electoral system. Citizens of the Commonwealth deserve free & fair elections!

Letter to Gov. Wolf, Attorney General Shapiro, and Secretary of the Commonwealth Boockvar from me and my GOP Delegation Colleges.

thompson.house.gov/media-center/p...

4:07 PM - Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://www.facebook.com/MikeKellyforCongress/posts/10159230513076807

Mike Kelly for Congress

November 8, 2020 ·

Friends, we are at a critical time in the fight to ensure ethical elections. Here are a few avenues to help:

1) The Trump campaign is looking for people to oversee counting at county elections offices. If you are interested, please call Peter at 814-273-6347.

2) If you are an attorney, the need for lawyers to oversee the counting of provisional ballots in our district is crucial. If you are a lawyer that lives in Butler, Crawford, Erie, Lawrence, or Mercer County, please email Kathy at KGallagher@porterwright.com.
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/MikeKellyPA/status/1328712098998857729

Rep. Mike Kelly
@MikeKellyPA

As we wait patiently for the official results of the 2020 election, one thing is clear: millions of Americans have lost faith in our electoral system. That's why I introduced the Protect Election Integrity Act of 2020.

Read about it here ➔ kelly.house.gov/press-release/

9:50 AM · Nov 17, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/MikeKellyPA/status/1329112365317689346

Rep. Mike Kelly
@MikeKellyPA

The same people who have spent years peddling the Russia hoax and claiming @realDonaldTrump is an illegitimate president are now telling us to just accept the unofficial election results that have shaken Americans' trust in our electoral system.

Mike Kelly: Same People Criticizing Trump Peddled Russia Collusion Hoax
Pennsylvania Rep. Mike Kelly (R) pushed back on Democrats and their allies in the media who have criticized the Trump campaign.

12:20 PM · Nov 18, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Social Media Review

https://www.facebook.com/MikeKellyforCongress/posts/101593111539016807

Mike Kelly for Congress
December 12, 2020

Despite media headlines, our lawsuit is still alive. Last night we filed a writ of Certiorari with the United States Supreme Court asking them to hear our argument on the constitutionality of Act 77’s mail-in voting scheme. SCOTUS should agree with Commonwealth Court Judge Patricia McCullough, who stated we were likely to win on the merits of our case before the partisan Supreme Court of Pennsylvania tossed our suit on a technicality. Even a remedy that includes prospective relief, meaning for future elections, would be a win for Pennsylvanians who were harmed when the voting laws were changed without amending the Pennsylvania Constitution, the supreme law of the Commonwealth that outlines explicitly who is eligible to vote by means other than in-person.

https://www.facebook.com/MikeKellyforCongress/posts/10159333548806807

Mike Kelly for Congress
December 21, 2020

We are asking the Supreme Court to #HearOurCase and find that Governor Wolf has acted outside the scope of the Pennsylvania Constitution when he signed Act 77. This is YOUR opportunity for your voice to be heard! Let’s show the nation that the people of Pennsylvania will not sit on the sidelines. Please sign the petition TODAY! #HearOurCase

http://chng.it/vFbrzFwB

CHANGE.ORG

Sign the Petition

Is there not a cause? They need to #HearOurCase!
Today I signed the official objection to Pennsylvania’s electors. Act 77’s unconstitutional no excuse mail-in ballot scheme and Governor Wolf’s disregard for election law tainted the vote, so I will oppose certification tomorrow.
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/MikeKellyPA/status/1351969079180095488

Rep. Mike Kelly @MikeKellyPA

After a peaceful transition of power, Joe Biden is the 46th President of the United States. I promise to work with him where we agree, and to responsibly oppose him where we do not. One way we can work together to unite our country is to build on the Trump Administration’s (1/3)

2:05 PM · Jan 20, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Rep. Mike Kelly @MikeKellyPA · Jan 20

Replying to @MikeKellyPA

successful conservative policies that led to unprecedented economic growth for American workers, families, and small businesses before the pandemic. We know what works to build a stronger, safer, and more prosperous nation for all Americans so let’s stick with it to (2/3)

Rep. Mike Kelly @MikeKellyPA · Jan 20

overcome our present challenges. Calls for unity and healing sound nice, but they must be backed by action. It is my hope that the Biden Administration will respect the lessons of the recent past by choosing common sense over radicalism that will only divide us further. (3/3)
DANIEL MEUSER (R-PA-09)
Member, House Foreign Affairs Committee; Member, House Small Business Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/Meuser4Congress/status/1324405413253730304

Significant legal victory for @realDonaldTrump in Philly. GOP poll watchers are now permitted to review ballot counting. PA Gov's office more interested in the speed and quantity, rather than the quality of ballots. Dems want to reverse decision. What are they hiding?

12:37 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/Meuser4Congress/status/1324517430555758595
Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot.

Dan Meuser @Meuser4Congress · 5 Nov 2020
The majority of Pennsylvanians voted for @realDonaldTrump. They deserve to have their voices heard and we demand an open and transparent process. Gov. Wolf needs to stop politics and start a fair process.
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1324838022039408640

Audio: “We’re going to have a real credibility issue here whatever the outcome is.”

In case you missed my interview with Frank Andrews today, listen to the full conversation below.
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1325193305123065856 – Excerpts selected by staff. Highlights added by staff.

Congressman Dan Meuser
@RepMeuser

Today, the Pennsylvania Republican Congressional Delegation expressed our collective concerns over the Commonwealth’s handling of the General Election. To read the full letter, please visit:

MEUSER, PA GOP DELEGATION EXPRESS CONCERN OVER ...
POTTSTVILE, Pa. – Today, Congressman Dan Meuser (PA-9) and the Pennsylvania Republican Congressional Delegation... meuser.house.gov

4:47 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter Web App

“From last minute guidance provided to the counties on the eve of the election, to the Attorney General playing dual roles as a political candidate and legal arbiter with a vested personal interest, to volunteer legal observers being prevented from having access to vote counting locations, we believe these conflicts and irregularities have greatly eroded public trust in the Commonwealth’s electoral system.

“The citizens of the Commonwealth do not just expect free and fair elections, they deserve free and fair elections.

“We believe that every legal vote should be counted, and it is incumbent upon the Secretary of the Commonwealth to discount any votes that do not meet the letter of the law. On Friday, November 6, United States Supreme Court Justice Alito issued a temporary order requiring election officials to segregate ballots received after 8 p.m. on election day. While Secretary Boockvar has indicated this has been occurring in Pennsylvania’s 67 counties, there has been little evidence to support her statements. ...

“As many of these issues will now be addressed by the United States Supreme Court, we remain concerned about the integrity of the election and continued attempts by the administration and its officials to put their thumbs on the scale in pursuit of what they believe should be a preordained outcome. These actions continue to chip away at the foundations of our representational democracy and challenge the citizens of Pennsylvania’s faith in their government. We implore you to put politics aside and provide these requests all due consideration.”
https://www.facebook.com/RepMeuser/posts/1321594804848405

**Video:** “[The presidential election is not over] because the votes have not been accurately counted at this point.”

**Congressman Dan Meuser**

November 10, 2020 · 🗓

ICYMI, please see below for my interview on The Volpe Report.

https://fox56.com/…/the-volpe-report-congressman-dan-meuser…
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1329094569716289536

**Video:** “[Voters are] rightfully upset and concerned about the irregularities that occurred in the last election. There are valid reasons for the collective feeling of disenfranchisement and distrust.”

ICYMI, I spoke on the House Floor this morning on the importance of an honest, lawful and fair vote count for Pennsylvania and the nation.
Video: “Here in Pennsylvania, millions of people have serious concerns as to the overall integrity of the election, but certainly the fairness of the election of the President of the United States… We can’t allow a system to be gamed… We have a very important election, the presidential election of 2020, that still needs some answers to some questions.”
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1334871592980144129

Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot. (The article itself is still [online here](https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1334871592980144129), but under a pay wall.)

"It is absolutely essential to assure to a candidate, but more so to the voters, that the vote count be honest, lawful and fair. The implications for our country are significant now and beyond 2020."

Check out my latest op-ed from the [@ReadingEagle](https://twitter.com/ReadingEagle).

Rep. Dan Meuser: We need tighter election security to protect all legal votes [Op... Unfair practices in 2020 election demand a closer look.

9:46 AM · Dec 4, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1335407662213763072
Note: This followed Trump’s rally in Georgia in which he spent significant time railing against election fraud.

Tonight, @realDonaldTrump communicated what America is about...Freedom...That's what Trumpism is really about.

9:16 PM · Dec 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/Meuser4Congress/status/1335405365362642945
Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot.

https://twitter.com/Meuser4Congress/status/1335399813790240769

https://twitter.com/Meuser4Congress/status/1335399813790240769

In Georgia, #realDonaldTrump is speaking the truth. The left thinks he's giving them hell, but he is giving them the truth... they just think it's hell.

8:45 PM · Dec 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1337049679322865666

**Video:** “Constitutional violations that took place.”

**Congressman Dan Meuser**
@RepMeuser

ICYMI, I spoke with Chris Salcedo on @newsmax yesterday.
https://www.facebook.com/RepMeuser/posts/1346783292329556

Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot. The press release is still on his website.

Congressman Dan Meuser
December 11, 2020

"Free and fair elections are not a partisan or political issue. They are important for Republicans, Democrats and for all. The legitimacy of our institutions of government depends upon the trust our people have in our election system."

Please see below for my full statement on the amicus brief I signed urging a careful, timely review of irregularities which occurred in the past election.

https://meuser.house.gov/.../meuser-statement-amicus-brief-ur...
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1339960167434235906

Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot. The op-ed – which was a response to an Editorial criticizing him – is still on The Daily Item’s website.

"We now will need new laws on the state and federal level to assure that the U.S. Constitution is followed when we conduct elections, so that last-minute decisions that favor one side over another do not occur."

My latest from @dailyitem. 🔄

Pennsylvanians deserve answers on election laws
Editor's Note: Congressman Meuser wanted to respond to The Daily Item's editorial, published last Saturday, which was critical of the fact that he and ... 🔄 dailyitem.com

10:46 AM · Dec 18, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1334871592980144129
Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot. The statement is still on his website.

Today, I joined other Pennsylvania members of the U.S. House of Representatives in releasing a statement regarding the certification of electors. See below for the full release:

*The unlawful actions include, but are not limited to:
- Accepting ballots past 8:00 pm on Election Day
- Not properly requiring signatures to match those on mail-in ballots or requiring dates
- Unauthorized access to mail-in ballots with less than a 24-hour notice
- Only some counties were informed and signed to this order leaving voters treated unequally from county to county
- Authorizing the use of unsecured drop boxes, which is not permitted in statute
- Prohibiting certified poll watchers overseeing the canvassing of ballots in Philadelphia

These unlawful actions were taken without the authority or consent of the Pennsylvania state legislature. These are facts, and they are indisputable.

Additionally, the Pennsylvania Attorney General did nothing with regard to these unlawful activities.

Not one inquiry, no questioning, and certainly no investigations. Not to mention that hundreds, if not thousands, of affidavits outlining election complaints and potential fraud were documented, submitted, and ignored. The Pennsylvania election could be summed up as a free-for-all with no oversight and different standards applied throughout the Commonwealth. It is also very apparent that the unlawful actions described were concentrated in heavily populated, Democrat-led counties.

By definition, such unlawful, unregulated, and inconsistent activities resulted in a highly questionable and inaccurate vote count. The scope of these inaccuracies cannot be known until the legal ballots are identified and counted, and the illegal ballots are disqualified. This has not been done.

Therefore, the state's official certification of electors was based upon a flawed system and an inaccurate vote count. This, very possibly resulting in an erroneous certification.

Unfortunately, the many unlawful actions undertaken by the state, and what has been described as an unlawful manner to circumvent the state legislature's clear consensus.
Social Media Review


Note: This post has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot.

Congressman Dan Meuser
January 5 at 11:08 AM

Fellow Pennsylvanians: the local papers are missing the point which is very focused on ensuring election integrity. The U.S. constitutional authority of the state legislature to enact changes to election law was usurped by state officials, leading to unlawful activities which resulted in an indisputably inaccurate vote count as it is indisputable that illegal votes were counted. Please see below for my full comments.

The U.S. Constitution is unambiguous in declaring that state legislatures are the entity with the authority to set election procedures and to enact any changes to election law. Article 1, Section 4, Clause 1 states, “The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof.”

Again, the Constitution is clear with no room for misinterpretation. The authority of election procedures lies with the state legislature, period. In Pennsylvania, this authority was indisputably usurped by the Pennsylvania Governor’s Office, by the Pennsylvania Secretary of State and by the Pennsylvania state Supreme Court.

It is my duty as a member of the U.S. House of Representatives to oppose clear and present violations of the Constitution, which took place prior, during, and after the Pennsylvania election. These actions include but are not limited to:

• Accepting ballots past 8:00 pm on Election Day
• Inconsistent application of verified signature requirements for in-person ballots at polling locations versus mail-in ballots.
• Authorizing the curing of mail-in ballots with less than a 24-hour’s notice, leading to inconsistent preparedness between counties.
• Authorizing the use of unsecure drop boxes, which is not permitted in statute.

These actions were taken without the authority or consent of the Pennsylvania state legislature. These are facts. They are indisputable. It is also very apparent that the unlawful actions described were concentrated in heavily populated, Democrat-led counties. If such unlawful actions are to be accepted, what do we have to look forward to next year? Online or call-in voting because it may be raining in Philadelphia?

Such unregulated, and inconsistent activities resulted in a patently questionable and inaccurate vote total. The scope of these inaccuracies cannot be known until the legal ballots are identified and counted, and the illegal ballots are disqualified. This has not been done. Therefore, the state's official certification of electors was based upon a flawed system and an inaccurate vote count.

It is important for my constituents and the people of Pennsylvania to recognize that my reluctance to certifying Pennsylvania’s presidential electors is not unprecedented. In fact, Democrat members of the House have objected to certifying electors following the last three presidential elections when a Republican won. This includes 2001, 2005, and 2017.

In 2005, Speaker Pelosi made the following comments on the House Floor while leader of the Democrat caucus: “The Members of Congress who have brought this challenge are speaking up for their aggrieved constituents, many of whom have been disenfranchised in this process. This is their only opportunity to have this debate while the country is listening, and it is appropriate to do so. We have a responsibility to take advantage of it. The right to vote is the foundation of our democracy. A discussion of that foundation, again, should not be considered frivolous.”

Speaker Pelosi was absolutely right then and her words reflect the same intentions of today’s effort. The idea that local papers would describe this as an effort to disenfranchise voters is hypocrisy at its finest. Did they describe it this way when Democrats opposed electors following the last three Republican presidential victories?

If there is an American ideal that all citizens, regardless of party affiliation, can agree upon it is that we must have election integrity. It is essential that the law be followed, illegal ballots disqualified, and only legal ballots be counted. Until then, I have no choice but to object to the certification of these electors and allow the constitutional procedure of certifying ballots to run its course.
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/Meuser4Congress/status/1346878163369005056 (before riot)

(1/2) This is not about overturning an election; this is about the people having trust in a legal and accurate vote count. The Governor’s administration should be ashamed of itself for fueling discord by misrepresenting the arguments and facts surrounding this debate.

12:55 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

(2/2) Democrats objected 11 times during the electoral vote count from the 2015 election and 31 Democrats voted to remove electoral votes after the 2004 election. Why did our Governor not speak up then?

POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1347183356342108162

Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot.

Video: “A large number of Pennsylvania are enormously frustrated.”

https://twitter.com/RepMeuser/status/1347183356342108162

Note: This tweet has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot.

Note: This post has been deleted since staff pulled the link and screenshot.

Congressman Dan Meuser
January 13 at 1:51 PM •

Moving Forward – We Must Focus On The Greater Good

The violent protests and the storming of the Capitol last week did not dissuade our responsibility as members of Congress to carry out our constitutional role in certifying the results of this past presidential election. I commend Vice President Mike Pence for his leadership in carrying out his oath of office and putting his country first. Yesterday, the Vice President stated, “I will not now yield efforts in the House of Representatives to play political games at a time so serious in the life of our Nation.”

Last week’s tragic events also did not sway my resolve to highlight the highly irregular actions taken by state officials in Pennsylvania during the last election. The Constitution very clearly states that ‘The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections … shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof…’ In multiple instances, state officials acted outside their authority, usurping the constitutional authority of the Pennsylvania state legislature.

It must be understood that due to the electoral certification procedures requiring a majority of members of the House and Senate to vote, there was little to no chance that my objection to the Pennsylvania electors would overturn the results of the election. I have stated that consistently to anyone who asked for the last several weeks. It is also important to note that my focus was never centered on unproven claims of fraud. This is why I did not object to the certification of Arizona electors.

As an elected official, I have a responsibility to be the people’s voice in Washington. There are many, many across the commonwealth who do indeed feel disenfranchised. The electoral certification process was the appropriate venue to address these concerns. Speaker Pelosi in 2005, when 31 Democrats objected to the electoral certification for Ohio, professed, “The Members of Congress who have brought this challenge are speaking up for their aggrieved constituents, many of whom have been disenfranchised in this process.” These words from Speaker Nancy Pelosi were appropriate then as they are now.

My questioning of the Pennsylvania electors will help illuminate this constitutional question to the United States Supreme Court. It is my understanding the U.S. Supreme Court will consider and rule on whether the actions taken in Pennsylvania, without the authority of the state legislature, were unconstitutional. In the end, I believe we will be vindicated by the court in affirming that only state legislatures make election law and procedure. The Court’s ruling will be prospective, not retroactive, and will bring consistency and integrity to our system of elections. This will be to the benefit of Democrats and Republicans and build widespread trust in our election process.
Scott Perry for Congress
November 5, 2020

Folks, no victory laps today. I've been grinding out the fight on the streets and airwaves for our President and Election integrity by joining with my great friend, Congressman Jim Jordan, in this battle for our Country, the Rule of Law, and our President Donald J. Trump. #StopTheSteal Lou Dobbs WHP 580
https://www.facebook.com/ScottPerryforCongress/posts/3000058073427925

Video: “This is a horrific embarrassment, not only for Pennsylvania, but for the country at large... It's behind closed doors, they put cardboard up...and then say ‘oh, 100,000 votes just all showed up, and oh by the way they just happened to be all for Joe Biden. Nobody believes that, and they shouldn’t believe that.”

Scott Perry for Congress
November 6, 2020

#STOPTHESTEAL — Folks, I can't and won't stop in the fight for our President Donald J. Trump and for Election integrity — please give a listen to my appearance with Congressman Jim Jordan on Lou Dobbs last night. If you see or hear anything that can help with the fraud investigation, please visit https://stopthesteal.us and report to the team listed.
BREAKING FROM SCOTUS — Folks, the fight to preserve Election integrity may be long, but quite necessary. Tonight is the first big victory to ensure your voice has been heard and your votes counted. Justice Alito has rightfully ordered PA counties to separate all ballots received by mail after polls closed on Election Day from the rest of the ballots.

NEWSWEEK.COM

Supreme Court intervenes in Pennsylvania vote count as Alito orders late ballots separated
ELECTION INTEGRITY — Folks, whether you’re right, left or center, every American deserves free and fair elections, no matter the outcome. Just wanted to share a letter I signed onto and sent to Gov. Wolf, et al, outlining our deep concerns over how the Commonwealth handled the recent election, and what we believe needs to happen, at minimum, to restore faith in our system. #ElectionIntegrity #CountEveryLEGALVote

https://www.facebook.com/repscottperry/posts/3621990374563891
Social Media Review

https://www.facebook.com/ScottPerryforCongress/posts/3008538452579887

Video: “It’s the first time in our lives that a major political party of the United States has sought to win the election after Election Day.”

Scott Perry for Congress
November 9, 2020 · 📽

FIGHT CONTINUES — Folks, just wanted to share more on the multiple fronts where the fight for Election integrity continues. Newsmax
#ElectionIntegrity

DRIVE.GOOGLE.COM
BREAKING: PA COURT RULES FOR ELECTION INTEGRITY! — Folks, all we ask for is a Free and fair election — here is a step that shows our Judiciary wants that, too. Having your thumb on the scale isn’t fair and it’s not Free — expect this to reach SCOTUS... #StopTheSteal #ElectionIntegrity

Pennsylvania court: Secretary of state lacked authority to change deadline 2 days before Election Day
Scott Perry for Congress
November 17, 2020

BREAKING: Yet another Georgia county finds uncounted votes, while left continues ‘nothing to see here, folks,’ mantra... #CountAllLegalVotes

WSBTV.COM
Another Georgia county has uncovered 2,700 missing votes, Secretary of State’s office says
https://www.facebook.com/ScottPerryforCongress/posts/3049968878436844

Scott Perry for Congress
November 25, 2020 · 📝

I urge you to watch. Senate of Pennsylvania Committee on Policy.
Folks, while this immediately affects the Presidency, this situation goes much deeper. This is about trust in our government, our elections integrity, and the future of our Republic.
https://policy.pasenategop.com/112520/

https://www.facebook.com/repscottperry/posts/3680428882053373

**Video:** “Most Republicans don’t believe in the veracity of the outcome of this election… There are anomalies…[the President] got story after story of things like ballot harvesting and being locked out of watching counting.”

Rep. Scott Perry
December 1, 2020 · 📬

ELECTION INTEGRITY FIGHT — If we’re going to have a civil society based upon elections, folks on the left, right and center must have the trust and confidence that our elections are conducted accurately. Thanks to Mornings with Maria for shining light on #ElectionIntegrity.
https://www.facebook.com/repscottperry/videos/200624751603459/

Video: “Right now, I don’t feel like I can trust the outcome of the presidential election, and I know there are many citizens that feel the same way.”

Rep. Scott Perry
December 1, 2020

T-SHIRT TALK TUESDAY: Folks, I just wanted to update you on what’s happening in DC – from a bipartisan effort to end unnecessary animal testing, to a pork-filled horrible HEROES Act, to a missed opportunity on apprenticeships... and an update on #ElectionIntegrity.
https://www.facebook.com/repscottperry/posts/3686139178149010

**Video:** “If there is criminal activity present, fraud, why we don’t look at that? Why is it ok? If somebody is murdered, we don’t let the perpetrator get away with murder because we can’t change the result, we can’t bring the person back to life… I agree with my colleagues that when there is smoke, there is fire. There is credible evidence. There is credible testimony there were problems here… I remind everybody that for the last four years you said, this town said, that the Russians helped Donald Trump win the election and they hacked it, with no evidence whatsoever. Now sitting under a mountain of evidence, no one wants to take a look.”

**Rep. Scott Perry 📷**
December 3, 2020 · 🌐

RELEASE DOJ FINDINGS! Folks, please join me and my colleagues at 3:30 p.m., to hear why we demand Attorney General William Barr release the findings of the Department of Justice’s investigation into allegations of 2020 election fraud. The American People -- right, left or center -- deserve to know our elections are free and fair in ALL races, NO MATTER WHAT THE FINAL OUTCOME. #ElectionIntegrity

**C-SPAN.ORG**

**Freedom Caucus Holds News Conference on Election Fraud**
Representatives Andy Biggs (R-AZ), Jody Hice (R-GA), and other member…
DISTURBING DATA — Folks, discrepancies discovered and released today by diligent PA state representatives — many from our District — are disturbing at best. The numbers just don’t add up. These findings call into question the integrity not only of our Statewide Uniform Registry of Electors (SURE) system, but the competency of those charged with ensuring our voting system is free and fair. Pennsylvanians and Americans deserve and demand a thorough explanation from the governor and Secretary Boockvar, and an independent investigation into how this happened. #ElectionIntegrity
OBJECTION — Folks, wanted to share with you details on why I can’t and won’t support PA’s electors until the unlawful and willful practices of Gov. Wolf and Secretary Boockvar are acknowledged and corrected. Please read our PA Congressional Delegation letter sent to PA General Assembly leaders outlining our objections. If there is an American ideal that all citizens, regardless of party affiliation, should agree upon, it’s that we must have election integrity — it’s the only way to ensure trust in our elections and it’s only achieved by adhering to our Constitution and the law. #ElectionIntegrity #RuleOfLaw

The US has laws, procedures, and established institutions to ensure the integrity of our elections.
Source: Bipartisan Policy Center
Get Accurate Election Info

https://www.facebook.com/repscottperry/posts/3764708963625364
MOUNTING MENDACITY — Funny how the same folks who promised indisputable proof of Russian collusion now say there’s absolutely nothing wrong with the integrity of the 2020 election. Millions of Americans have doubts about it — for good reason — and look to Congress to represent their concerns in accordance with the Constitution. Democrats who spent years conjuring collusion claims now can’t even be bothered to hold a hearing or look at evidence. #ElectionIntegrity #RuleOfLaw
PA SENATE SEEKS EC DELAY — When Members of our PA General Assembly have concerns, it's my DUTY to have concerns as well. The PA Senate has overwhelmingly asked Congress to DELAY certification of the Electoral College to allow for due process in the pursuit of election integrity in a key case before SCOTUS — I'm obliged to concur. #ElectionIntegrity #RuleOfLaw Senator Kristin Phillips-Hill Senator Dave Arnold Senator Cris Dush Senator Doug Mastriano Senator Mike Regan
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://www.facebook.com/repscottperry/posts/3787813537981573

Rep. Scott Perry
January 13 at 9:47 AM · 📢

DOUBLE STANDARD — Americans are tired of the double standard. Democrats objected to more states in 2017 than Republicans did in 2021, but not a peep out of the Left or media that they were trying to overturn an election. Crickets. Democrats and the Left can openly raise bail for rioters and looters this summer, but when Republicans quickly and unequivocally condemn ALL the violence this summer and last week, we’re guilty of “fomenting insurrection.” SMH. #cancelculture

Nancy Pelosi
@SpeakerPelosi

Our election was hijacked. There is no question. Congress has a duty to #ProtectOurDemocracy & #FollowTheFacts.

12:44 PM · May 16, 2017

19.3K loves 32K are Tweeting about this
IMPEACHMENT SHAM — Absolutely no one in our Nation deserves punishment without due process — no one. This hasty rush to judgement may serve as political paybacks and scintillating sound bites for some, but today’s sham of an impeachment wouldn’t be fit for the Inquisition or prairie justice — it’s an embarrassing and dangerous stunt that furthers our American divide, and I proudly voted against it. #cancelculture
RAILROADING — In July 2017, Speaker Pelosi told Americans she saw, “cold hard evidence” Trump colluded with Russia and tampered with our election. Turns out, not so much, as today the Senate Judiciary Committee released findings, where Sen. Graham said that the “evidence,” was built upon, “one of the most incompetent and corrupt investigations in the history of the FBI and DOJ.” Wondering if any media outlets will be calling for her resignation? CNN.com doesn’t even list the report in its Top-50 stories today.

#doublestandards #mediabias
ANSWERING THE CALL — For the liberals/socialists, outrage merchants, and connoisseurs of #cancelculture calling on me to resign, know my response in perpetuity:
DIZZYING DIVERSION — As millions of Pennsylvanians struggle to overcome his horrible policies that devastated lives and livelihoods, perhaps our governor should be more focused on fixing his inept vaccine distribution plan than worrying about someone trying to fix what he broke with #electionintegrity.

#cancelculture #COVID19

**Governor Tom Wolf 🌌 · 23h**

Rep. Perry's attempt to compromise our justice system is a disgrace.

For months, he's spread lies and placed his political ambitions above the will of voters and the democracy he swore to protect.

Pennsylvanians deserve better from their leaders. He must be held accountable.

Rep. Scott Perry •
January 26 at 8:35 PM •

DOUBLETHINK & DOUBLE STANDARDS — Three cheers for Jeffrey Lord for a thoughtful piece defending reality and Freedom. #CancelCancelCulture

SPECTATOR.ORG
Three Cheers for Congressman Scott Perry | The American Spectator | USA News and Politics

Notice how the Times plays the game? There is the reference to “Mr. Trump’s false and thoroughly debunked claims of election fraud.”

News flash? Ahhh, no, all claims of voter fraud have not been “debunked.” And linking to an earlier Times article that spectacularly tries and fails to debunk the election returns in Pennsylvania — not to mention completely ignores the state’s long, sordid record of voter fraud — only underscores the point that Congressman Perry was making.
GUY RESCHENTHALER (R-PA-14)
Member, House Appropriations Committee; Member, House Rules Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1323257073539387392 (retweet)

Bet they’re not preparing for Republicans to riot.

I never thought I would see so many buildings here in the nation’s capital boarded-up on the eve of a presidential election in anticipation of possible unrest. And it’s not just in DC. It’s happening in New York, Los Angeles and elsewhere around the country. So sad!
https://www.facebook.com/GuyReschenthalerPA/posts/3363689007014153

**Video:** “The mainstream media was so fast to declare this race for Joe Biden. Given the unrest we’ve had all summer, this is setting up civil unrest, violent protest, and looting. And the people that are to be blamed are the media who set up a false narrative that Joe Biden won this election.”

![Guy Reschenthaler](https://www.facebook.com/GuyReschenthalerPA/posts/3363689007014153)

Don’t let the media or the Biden campaign fool you. President Trump has a solid lead in Pennsylvania. He will win the state and the election.

https://twitter.com/reschenthaler/status/1324451265833816064

![Twitter](https://twitter.com/reschenthaler/status/1324451265833816064)

**Guy Reschenthaler**

November 4, 2020

Democrats in PA are trying to appeal the ruling that allows Republican ballot watchers to do their job and watch ballots being counted from 6 feet away.

**What are Democrats trying to hide?**

3:39 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/CongressmanGT/status/1325183191536332805 (retweet)

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler Retweeted
Glenn 'GT' Thompson
@CongressmanGT

🚨 Trust has been eroded in #Pennsylvania’s electoral system. Citizens of the Commonwealth deserve free & fair elections!

Letter to Gov. Wolf, Attorney General Shapiro, and Secretary of the Commonwealth Boockvar from me and my GOP Delegation Colleges. ⬇️

thompson.house.gov/media-center/p...
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1325875808251105287

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler
g@GReschenthaler

A democracy can’t exist without free & fair elections.

I joined @RepCLoudTX’s letter asking @TheJusticeDept to ensure the integrity of our election by investigating irregularities & fraud in the vote counting process. The American people must have full confidence in the results.

Congressman Michael Cloud
@RepCloudTX · Nov 6, 2020
The allegations of irregularities in the vote counting process should be concerning to everyone. I asked AG Barr to use the resources of @TheJusticeDept to ensure that the process is conducted in a manner that is fully consistent with state and federal law.

realDonaldTrump
Show this thread

The U.S. Marshals Service is also available to ensure that judicial orders are carried out. When it comes to a federal election, it should not matter whether those judicial orders come from a state or federal court. For example, if a state court orders that observers can watch ballot counting in a federal election, no local election official should be able to defy that order.

With that in mind, we request an immediate response to the following questions. What are you doing to ensure the integrity of the voting and counting process right now? Will you commit to using all the resources at your disposal to ensure that only legal votes are being counted and being counted in a fully transparent manner immediately?

Thank you for your prompt reply.

Sincerely,

Michael Cloud
Member of Congress

Andy Biggs
Member of Congress

2:00 PM · Nov 9, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Video: “We know that there was voter fraud that occurred.”

“Ballots were sent into my district that were already pre-filled out...the numbers just don’t make sense.”

WATCH: Pennsylvania's @GReschenthaler shares what he's seen over the past week. nws.mx/tv
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1325936203435225091

**Video:** “For every illegal ballot that is counted, it dilutes every legal ballot that was counted. So we’ve gotta fight this vigorously.”

If we don’t call out and investigate fraud in our elections, we will be severely hurting the integrity of our democracy.

Whether or not it swings the election, we must maintain and defend the legitimacy of our election system.
https://twitter.com/reschenthaler/status/1326311799831072768

Video: “It’s irrefutable that there was fraud that took place.”

Voter fraud occurred in the 2020 election and it's our duty to bring it to light.

If we don't take this to the courts and hold the guilty parties responsible, we are going to severely hurt the integrity of all future elections in this country.
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1326296134894149640

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler
@GReschenthaler

The people telling us to “suck it up” and accept the election results, still haven’t accepted the results of the 2016 election.

The irony...

From TV News HQ

5:50 PM · Nov 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Video: “We’ve gotta do something about this narrative that there was no fraud. We know that’s not true. There was fraud. We’ve got over 1,00 affidavits saying there was fraud. So it’s important to show the American that there is some fraud in our election system.”

Video: “If somebody votes twice, or a dead person votes, it dilutes, by definition, the legal votes that are cast.”
“As a lawyer, there is grounds for this lawsuit.”

#Pennsylvania’s certification of the 2020 #ElectionResults is “premature” when there are multiple legal challenges pending, Rep. @GReschenthaler said.
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1338247873725681668

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler

The leftist media and Big Tech led a coordinated effort to keep the Hunter Biden corruption story under wraps until after the election.

They made a conscious decision to sway the election in favor of Joe Biden.

The Biden Family Must Be Investigated
Guy joins the Evening Edit on Fox Business.

5:22 PM · Dec 13, 2020 · Twitter Media Studio
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1346876661200023552 (before riot)

POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepLeeZeldin/status/1347691202104143873 (retweet)

Khamenei, Rouhani & Zarif’s Twitter accts are still active. Their regime pledges Death to America, calling us the Great Satan,

Chinese Communist Party officials who say Coronavirus was sent to China by the US military aren't suspended,

but Twitter bans the President of the USA.
https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1347943218902691842 (retweet)

Rep. Jim Jordan Retweeted
@Jim_Jordan

“Unity and healing” doesn’t happen with cancel culture and impeachment.

11:28 AM · Jan 9, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1348659146325954560

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler Retweeted
@GReschenthaler

This is only the beginning. Big Tech is seeing how much censorship they can get away with without repercussions.

If Congress doesn’t act swiftly to contain Big Tech we will quickly see our first amendment rights fade away.

Parler to be down ‘for a while’ without AWS, executives say: ‘We are clearly being...

Parler will likely go offline for “a while” Sunday evening given Amazon Web Services’ decision to suspend the upstart social media platform after Wednesday’...

foxbusiness.com

10:52 AM · Jan 11, 2021 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1349072391238987781

@Twitter do you feel the same way about the shutdown of Parler? Asking for a friend.

Video: “As I was saying all summer long – violence and rioting have no place in America.”

I’m deeply troubled by, and unequivocally condemn, the violence and rioting that took place at our Capitol last week.

At a time when our nation is still healing, we must work on issues that unite us, rather than issues that further divide us.

I will vote "NO" on impeachment.
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/134952189448350721

Video: “I condemned political violence all summer long and I condemn it again right now.”

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler
@GReschenthaler

Today’s impeachment vote only fanned the flames of the political divisions in our country. Following the tragic events of last week, our country needs healing.

We need to unite as Americans and not let politics stoke further division.

8:01 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Media Studio
Rep. Guy Reschenthaler is a disgrace for questioning @RepBrianMast's patriotism. Brian has done more for this country than Tapper ever will. He is a friend of mine, a patriot, and a hero.

I long for the days when journalists actually had integrity.
Congressional Democrats’ efforts to abolish the Electoral College are nothing more than a socialist power grab.

Maintaining the electoral college is critical to preserving minority rights and preventing the tyranny of the majority.

Read more here:
Video: “Just look at the back-drop – you had an entire summer full of chaos – rioting, looting, Antifa engaged in violent acts. And yet the Democrats turn around and instead of cooling the temperature… rush through Impeachment Articles.”

It’s time for our nation to focus on the issues that unite us, not divide us.
Here’s a former Facebook executive on CNN *explicitly urging that the same tactics that were used in cooperation with the US security state to remove ISIS from the internet now be used against “conservative influencers,” to deprogram everyone to believe the CNN/liberal consensus:

Former Facebook insider Alex Stamos tells @brianstelter: “We have to turn down the capability of these Conservative influencers to reach these huge audiences... There are people on YouTube for example that have a larger audience than daytime CNN.”

President Biden’s call for “unity” isn’t about bringing a divided country together. It’s about coercing “unity” of thought.

As long as you agree with radical progressives, you will be tolerated.

If you disagree, you will be canceled.
https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1352303424159838211

Investigate away. But the FBI should examine Facebook and Twitter's role in the left-wing violence all last year, including last night in Seattle.

Congressional Democrats' double standard is disgusting.

House Oversight Committee chairwoman requests FBI probe of Parler, including ... The request is part of a broader inquiry into a site that gained rapid new popularity last year as a freewheeling alternative to Twitter, gaining traction in ... washpost.com

12:13 PM · Jan 21, 2021 · Twitter Web App
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1354075602651897864

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler
@GReschenthaler

Once again, Democrats are performing political theater instead of working on issues that make a difference in Americans' lives.

Americans are struggling through a pandemic & face a nation divided, but Democrats' top priority is impeaching a president who is no longer in office.

Ryan Nobles @ryanobles · Jan 25

The House Impeachment managers deliver the articles of impeachment against former President Trump to the US Senate. The first time a President has been impeached twice.

Show this thread

9:35 AM · Jan 26, 2021 · Twitter Web App
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/GReschenthaler/status/1354141945459863552

Rep. Guy Reschenthaler 🎥
@GReschenthaler

Oversight Democrats completely ignore the role Facebook and Twitter played in the left-wing violence that plagued our country all of 2020.

The violence hasn’t stopped, and neither has their double standard.

© Rep. James Comer and © Rep. Greg Steube sent a letter to Chairwoman © Rep. Maloney regarding her request for the © FBI to investigate Parler for its role in the Capitol attack. The partisan request deliberately excludes Facebook & Twitter and targets conservatives. ↑

1:59 PM · Jan 26, 2021 · Twitter Web App
Kevin Clinesmith admitted to creating fake evidence by doctoring emails for the Obama Administration’s effort to subvert Trump’s presidency & undermine the will of the American people.

Today he was sentenced with some probation & a slap on the wrist. This is deeply troubling.

Show this thread
LLOYD SMUCKER (R-PA-11)
Member, House Budget Committee; Member, House Ways and Means Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepSmucker/status/1325090640040873984

If you are aware of fraud in this election, please report it below. Every American wants to be confident that our elections are secure and that all eligible votes are counted efficiently and in a transparent manner.

DEFENDYOURBALLOT.FORMSTACK.COM
Voter Fraud Report Form - Formstack
Every American wants to be confident that our elections are secure and that all eligible votes are counted efficiently and in a transparent manner. From what I have witnessed, this is certainly true in our congressional district, Lancaster County and southern York County.

Any candidate, including President Trump, is well within their right to request a recount, call for investigation where evidence presents itself, and utilize legal options, consistent with our elections’ process. As a society that respects law and order, allegations of misconduct and fraud are to be vigorously investigated.

It is in the interest of all Pennsylvania voters for Attorney General Josh Shapiro and Secretary of State Kathy Boockvar to recuse themselves from election-related investigations. Both have made highly partisan statements regarding President Trump; additionally, AG Shapiro is himself a candidate on the current ballot. Pennsylvanians need an independent and non-partisan official to conduct these reviews. Secretary of State Boockvar also has issued contradictory guidance to counties, including the last-minute change in guidance for the pre-canvas and canvassing of mail-in votes received after 8 p.m. on Election Day.

In light of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision and actions taken by Secretary of State Boockvar, the Pennsylvania General Assembly should reevaluate their recent election law reform legislation to ensure that ballots can be counted in a timely fashion and whether it opened the door to potential fraud or misconduct.

While some races have yet to be called, I would encourage everyone to have patience as the final results are tabulated and released. Regardless of party, all Americans must accept the results of the election once they are certified, including President Trump and former Vice President Biden.
This weekend I joined my PA House GOP colleagues in calling on Gov. Wolf, AG Shapiro & Sec. Boockvar to make certain that all legal ballots are properly counted.

https://twitter.com/RepSmucker/status/1325921106457464838
GLENN THOMPSON (R-PA-15)
Member, House Agriculture Committee; Member, House Education and Labor Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/GT_TeamGT/status/1324786464450895874

Team GT - Friends of Glenn Thompson
@GT_TeamGT

(1/2) We must save the Republic! Fighting in the courts of law and public opinion is the only way we are going to ensure that every lawful vote is counted. This is why I sued in federal court alongside President Trump to get access for poll watchers in Philadelphia. #PA

1:51 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Hootsuite Inc.

https://twitter.com/GT_TeamGT/status/1324787037422211074

Team GT - Friends of Glenn Thompson
@GT_TeamGT

(2/2) Free & fair #elections demand compliance with the actual law, not the political whims of a handful of liberal officials like #PA Governor Wolf, Secretary Boockvar and Attorney General Shapiro. We cannot back down, we cannot sit on the sidelines, there is too much at stake.

1:53 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Hootsuite Inc.
Trust has been eroded in Pennsylvania’s electoral system. Citizens of the Commonwealth deserve free & fair elections!

Letter to Gov. Wolf, Attorney General Shapiro, and Secretary of the Commonwealth Boockvar from me and my GOP Delegation Colleges.

https://twitter.com/CongressmanGT/status/1325183191536332805
https://twitter.com/GT_TeamGT/status/1325246636784758784 – Excerpt selected by staff. Highlight added by staff

TEAM GT - Friends of Glenn Thompson 🌟
@GT_TeamGT

Congressman 'GT' Thompson has co-signed a letter calling on #PA Attorney General Josh Shapiro to recuse himself from #election-related matters, as "conflicts & irregularities have greatly eroded public trust in the Commonwealth’s electoral system."
foxnews.com/politics/pa-re... #PA15

PA Republican congressmen call for AG to recuse from election issues, slam 'conf...
A group of Republican congressmen from Pennsylvania in a letter on Saturday slammed state Attorney General Josh Shapiro and Secretary of State Kathy ...
foxnews.com

8:19 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Hootsuite Inc.

The letter, which was signed by Republican Reps. Glenn Thompson, Mike Kelly, Dan Meuser, John Joyce, Scott Perry, Lloyd Smucker, Guy Reschenthaler, Fred Keller and Brian Fitzpatrick, argues that "conflicts and irregularities have greatly eroded public trust in the Commonwealth’s electoral system."

###